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We demonstrate the simultaneous dressing of both vacuum-to-exciton and exciton-to-biexciton
transitions of a single semiconductor quantum dot in a high-Q micropillar cavity, using photoluminescence spectroscopy. Resonant two-photon excitation of the biexciton is achieved by spectrally
tuning the quantum dot emission with respect to the cavity mode. The cavity couples to both
transitions and amplifies the Rabi-frequency of the likewise resonant continuous wave laser, driving
the transitions. We observe strong-field splitting of the emission lines, which depend on the driving
Rabi field amplitude and the cavity-laser detuning. A dressed state theory of a driven 4-level atom
correctly predicts the distinct spectral transitions observed in the emission spectrum, and a detailed
description of the emission spectra is further provided through a polaron master equation approach
which accounts for cavity coupling and acoustic phonon interactions of the semiconductor medium.
PACS numbers: 78.67.Hc, 42.50.Hz, 78.55.Cr

I.

INTRODUCTION

Single-photon emission from a resonantly driven quantum emitter has attracted increasing attention both
from fundamental science perspectives and as a potential quantum light source for applications in quantum information science. Applying a strong continuous wave (CW) laser on a two-level transition facilitates hybrid light-matter systems, typically described in
a dressed-state picture1,2 . The study of dressed states
in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) and their emission properties has become a vital research field in semiconductor quantum optics. In previous work on dressed
exciton-biexciton states in QDs, either the ground stateexciton transition (|Gi-|Xi) or the exciton-biexciton
transition (|Xi-|XXi) were dressed by a strong coupling
laser3–10 . The dressed states were studied with two-color
experiments3–6 or with resonance fluorescence studies,
i.e., observing the characteristic Mollow triplet7–10 .
Cascaded single-photon emission from the Mollow
triplet sidebands of a QD11 and linewidth broadening12,13
due to excitation-induced dephasing have been demonstrated. Furthermore, the resonant coupling of a Mollow
triplet sideband to an optical cavity has been studied14 ,
a decrease of the Mollow triplet sideband splitting
was observed with increasing temperature15 , and Mollow quintuplets from coherently excited QDs have been
presented16 . Lately, a doubly-dressed single QD exposed
to a bichromatic laser field has been studied thereby observing the nearly complete elimination of the resonance
fluorescence spectral line17 . Systematic studies of twocolor second-order correlations of the light scattered nearresonantly by a QD have also been presented18 . In ad-

dition, two-color experiments where a second weak laser
probes the dressed states generated by a strong laser field
on the QD have been performed; e.g., a second probe
laser was used to measure splitting of the dressed states
by differential transmission3–5 or for excitation of excess
charge carriers in the barrier to generate QD photoluminescence (PL), thus revealing dressed states6 . In this
context, high-Q microresonators have successfully been
used to enhance the electric field of a driving laser and
to demonstrate large optical Stark shifts in single QDcavity systems as well as in QD molecule spin-cavity systems, providing an all-optical method to control the spinexchange splitting19,20 .
In this work we demonstrate, for the first time to our
knowledge, simultaneous dressing of vacuum-to-exciton
and exciton-to-biexciton transitions in a semiconductor
QD by tuning the frequency of a single drive laser close
to half a biexciton energy. Such frequency tuning allows us to establish the two-photon resonance condition for direct, coherent excitation of the biexciton state.
The optically prepared biexciton state |XXi can spontaneously decay via the x- or the y-polarized single exciton states (|Xi or |Y i). In the current experiment
the two x-polarized branches (|XXi-|Xi-|Gi) are coherently driven, and the y-polarized emission spectrum SY
is measured. Calculations using a simple 4-level atom
model predicts 6 spectrally distinct transitions in the ypolarized spectrum SY , which allows a direct observation of the dressed states created by the x-polarized drive
laser. Strong enhancement of the driving lasers electric
field within a high-Q micropillar cavity further aids the
coherent dressing. Simulations using a more complete polaron master equation approach for the QD-cavity system
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FIG. 1.
(Color online) (a) Scanning electron microscope
image of the sample with an Al mask on top. (b) Schematic
of the optical accessibility illustrated for the resonant cavity
drive. Two orthogonal polarizers are used to reduce scattered
light. (c) For the system under investigation the QD and
cavity axes are roughly orientated to each other. (d) Resonant excitation: The driving laser field is resonant to the
x-polarized FMx and, thus, only drives the |Xi transitions of
the QD. (e) Detection: The biexciton state |XXi can decay
via both channels |Xi and |Y i but only the y-polarized transitions emit into the side detection path. This is due to the
dipole radiation pattern, illustrated by the colored, vertical
sections of a toroid.

shows excellent agreement with the experimental measurements.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the sample, the optical setup and the QD-cavity
system under investigation. In Sec. III we first demonstrate two-photon excitation of the biexciton state under
CW pumping, enhanced by the cavity interaction. The
occurrence of dressed states is then described by a simple, intuitive 4-level atom model. Thus, the reader can
easily understand the demonstrated power and detuning
dependencies of the dressed states. We then introduce
our full polaron master equation model in Sec. IV, including cavity and phonon interactions. In Sec. V we
comment on the possibility to use this unique kind of
dressed states for the generation of Fock states regarding recent theoretical proposals. We present our conclusions in Sec. VI. Finally, we give an appendix where we
prove the biexciton-exciton cascade via power dependent
and cross-correlation measurements, and we present the
complete set of dressed states for both x-polarized and
y-polarized photons.

II.
A.

METHODS

cavity. A thin aluminum mask on top of the micropillars
to reduce scattered laser light was fabricated by previously depositing Benzocyclobutene. The latter is then
partially etched with oxide plasma. A scanning electron
microscope image of the fully processed sample is displayed in Fig. 1(a).
The sample is mounted inside a helium flow cryostat
accessible via two microscope objectives (NA = 0.45) in
an orthogonal configuration, which allows for excitation
and detection from both the top and the side of all micropillars located close to the edge of the sample. For
our studies of dressed states we later couple the resonant, x-polarized laser from the top into the cavity mode
and detect the QD emission from the side (Fig. 1(b)). A
pair of crossed polarizers with an extinction ratio of more
than 105 in front of the objectives further suppresses laser
straylight. The QD emission is analyzed using a standard
spectrometer with a 1800 l/mm grating and a CCD camera with a spectral resolution of about 28 µeV.

B.

QD-cavity system under study

To investigate basic optical parameters of the QDcavity system we perform micro-PL spectroscopy, with
the pump laser at a frequency above the GaAs band
edge and an incident power of 0.11 µW. Using the top
detection and two orthogonal positions of the polarizer,
i.e., x- and y-polarization, we observe two cross-polarized
fundamental modes (FMs) with an energy splitting of
320 µeV and quality factors around 18500 (FMx ) and
10300 (FMy ), respectively (Fig. 2(a)). This characteristic is well-known for elliptically shaped micropillars21 .
Using the side detection, the QD emission becomes more
distinctive, as the FM emission is strongly directional to
the top but the QD emission is also leaking to the side
(Fig. 2(b)). We observe two emission lines at roughly
1.364 eV and 1.366 eV, attributed to a biexciton-exciton
cascade by means of linear and quadratic power dependence and second-order cross-correlation measurements
(see appendix A). At a temperature of 6.8 K, these two
lines are spectrally symmetric to the x-polarized FMx at
1.365 eV enabling the cavity-enhanced, coherent preparation of the biexciton state |XXi via two-photon absorption. Due to the low probability of this non-linear process
recent works have been limited to pulsed excitation22–28 .

III.

EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF AN
DRESSED 4-LEVEL SYSTEM

Sample structure and optical setup
A.

The sample is grown by molecular beam epitaxy and is
composed of self-assembled In0.45 Ga0.55 As QDs embedded in a high-Q micropillar resonator with a diameter
of 2 µm. Two distributed Bragg reflectors consisting of
26 (top) and 30 (bottom) pairs of alternating λ/4 thick
layers of GaAs and AlAs form the Fabry-Pérot like λ-

Continuous-wave two-photon excitation

In the following experiments, we couple the resonant
CW laser with frequency ωL and a linewidth < 2 MHz
from the top into the x-polarized cavity mode with frequency ωcx . The electric field is strongly enhanced by the
cavity mode, thus, enabling the two-photon excitation
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Polarization resolved spectra for
above bandgap excitation and top detection. (b) Side detection: The mode emission is suppressed whereas the biexciton
XX and exciton X emission lines are observable. (c) Two
spectra for resonant cavity drive. Weak pump (blue, dotted):
single biexciton XX and exciton X emission lines. Strong
pump (red, solid): dressed XX and X emission lines.

under CW excitation with low pump powers. The QD
emission is collected from the side. In Fig. 2(c), we show
two spectra, one for moderate pump power (blue, dotted)
and one for strong pump power (red, solid). At moderate pump power, the resonant excitation of the biexciton
state results in the typical biexciton-exciton cascade with
almost equal intensities for both emission lines, which
already serves as a hint for the direct preparation of
the biexciton state. The bright signal at 1.365 eV corresponds to scattered laser light. Several weaker emission lines are observable and might come from other
QDs which are incoherently excited (typically through
phonon-assisted processes). We label two lines as QD2
and QD3 to avoid confusion with the actually investigated QD.
For a tenfold increased excitation power a distinct
symmetric splitting of both the biexciton and the exciton is observable. The magnitude of the splitting is
~∆Ω = 80 µeV. In contrast, no other lines exhibit such
a splitting, instead most of them are shifted due to an
AC-Stark effect. This unique splitting will be intuitively
explained in the following paragraphs.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Energy level diagram of the bare
QD states. The x-polarized transitions (|XXi-|Xi-|Gi) are
coherently driven by a laser of frequency ωL with amplitude
η1,2 . The biexciton can decay via the y-polarized state |Y i
by spontaneous emission with rates γXX−Y,Y −G giving rise to
the y-polarized spectra SY . (b) Dressed energy level diagram
and allowed transitions in the rotating frame of the excitation
laser ωL . The dressed states are labeled as |1i, |2i, |3i and
|4i. The 6 y-polarized transitions, which should be observable
in our experiment, are highlighted by bold arrows (Fig. 1e).
Left (right) denotes the transitions spectrally located to the
left or right of the drive laser frequency.

B.

Intuitive 4-level atom model

To develop a simple physical understanding of the measured spectrum, we first describe the system using a
driven 4-level simple atom model (Fig. 3(a)). The given
states are the biexciton |XXi, the X-exciton |Xi, the
Y-exciton |Y i and the ground state |Gi with energies
~ωXX , ~ωX , ~ωY and 0, respectively. The X- and Y excitons are detuned by a splitting of δXY = 25 µeV,
due to the anisotropic exchange interaction. We analyzed
the polarization dependence of the emission emitted to
the top, and for this particular QD-cavity system the xand y-polarized excitons are almost aligned with the xand y-polarized cavity modes (Fig. 1(c)). Thus, the resonant laser coherently drives the x-polarized transitions
|XXi-|Xi and |Xi-|Gi with Rabi frequency η2 and η1 ,
respectively (Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 3(a)). The y-polarized
transitions are perpendicular to the driving field and do
not couple to the light field.
The Hamiltonian of the system in a frame rotating at
the laser frequency ωL is given by
H = ~∆4 |XXi hXX| + ~∆3 |Xi hX| + ~∆2 |Y i hY |
+
−
+
−
+ ~η2 (σXX
-X + σXX -X ) + ~η1 (σX -G + σX -G ),

(1)

−
where σA
-B is the QD lowering operator from state |Ai
to |Bi , and ∆4 = ωXX − 2ωL and ∆2,3 = ωY,X − ωL
are the detunings for the QD states from the drive laser.
The time-independent Hamiltonian, under the 2-photon
resonance condition (∆4 = 0), can be represented as a 4
by 4 matrix in terms of bare basis states, namely using

4
BiexcitonRXXRRRRRY

ExcitonRYRRRRRG

(2)

This Hamiltonian can easily be diagonalized and its 4
eigenvalues are ∆01,2,3,4 with corresponding eigenstates
are |1i, |2i, |3i, |4i, respectively. Since the Y exciton is
not coupled to the drive, it is undressed and represents
one of the eigenstates |2i = |Y i with ∆02 = ∆2 . The
other states |XX, X, Gi are dressed by the two simultaneous drives. The X-exciton is coupled to the drive;
but due to the large detuning of the x-polarized transitions (|XXi-|Xi) and (|Xi-|Gi) from the drive laser
frequency ωL , the state
and
 |Xipis minimally dressed

0
2
2
2
|3i ≈ |Xi and ∆3 = ∆3 + ∆3 + 4(η1 + η2 ) /2. The
bare ground |Gi and biexciton |XXi states are strongly
hybridized to create the new states |1i and |4i with
p
eigenenergies ∆01,4 = 0, ∆3 − ∆23 + 4(η12 + η22 ) /2 .
The new eigenstates |1, 4i are almost equal admixtures
of the ground and the biexciton states.
For a strong drive, multiple manifolds of these new
states (|1, 2, 3, 4i) are formed (Fig. 3(b)) separated by
drive frequency ωL . These different pump manifolds are
identified by a subscript n, which represents the number of x-polarized photons from the coherent pump. 15
allowed transitions between consecutive pump manifolds
determine the total polarization unresolved spectra (see
Appendix). Three of them are degenerate at the laser
frequency (gray arrows). These are transitions between
same states; the transition between state |Y i of two consecutive manifolds is forbidden as it is undressed. The
12 other transitions are symmetric with respect to the
laser frequency: 4 are close to the laser frequency, 4 arise
from the biexciton emission line and 4 from the exciton
emission line. In contrast, in the experiment the exciton
and biexciton emission lines split into 2 instead of 4 lines
(Fig. 2(c)). To fully understand the experimental results
we have to account for the detection scheme, too.
The coherently excited biexciton state |XXi can decay via both excitons states |Xi and |Y i. As we discussed before, our QD axes are approximately orientated
like the cavity axes. If we assume a dipole radiation
pattern, illustrated by the colored, vertical sections of a
toroid in Fig. 1(e), only the y-polarized transitions emit
into the side detection path. The x-polarized transitions
do not emit parallel to the x-axis and with it we cannot detect them using this kind of side detection. Thus,
only the y-polarized spectrum is measured and the transitions generating the spectra involve the y-polarized state
(|2i = |Y i), either as initial or as final state. The expected emission spectrum is reduced to 6 spectrally distinct transitions, which are labeled with L1, L2, L3, R3,
R2, and R1 in Fig. 3(b). Note that the central transition
at ωL is now missing. The transitions directly indicate
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FIG. 4.
(Color online) Normalized color-scale maps of
SY showing dressed transitions around the original biexciton (a) and exciton (b) transitions, for increasing incident
pump power. (c) and (d) display the corresponding calculated normalized spectra at T = 6.8 K. The lines are labeled
corresponding to the transitions in Fig. 3(b). Simulations use
experimentally determined parameters (see text).

the existence of 3 dressed states |1, 3, 4i formed due to
dressing of the 3 bare states |G, X, XXi by two simultaneous drives. Specifically transitions L3 and R3 near
ωL are transitions between |Y i and |3i. This proves that
though |3i is similar to the original |Xi, it is still slightly
hybridized with |XX, Gi. If |3i = |Xi this transition
would be dipole forbidden.The lines L1, L2, R2, and R1
are the two doublets in Fig. 2(c), emerging out of the
initial biexciton and exciton emission lines.

C.

Power and detuning dependent measurements

Figures 4(a) and (b) display normalized color-scale
maps of the PL intensity for y-polarized biexciton and
exciton transitions, respectively, as a function of emission energy and incident laser power P of the driving
laser. The symmetric splitting ∆Ω of the two emission
lines shows a linear dependence on the pump power and
reaches values of up to 300 µeV. The labeling of the
spectral lines corresponds to the transitions between the
dressed states of the dressed 4-level atom as shown in
Fig. 3(b) and the splitting ∆Ω can be estimated: The
frequency of the two right Y transitions (R2 and R1 ) are
ωL + ∆2 and ωL + ∆2 + ∆04 , respectively, and their splitη 2 +η 2
ting ∆Ω = ∆04 ≈ 1∆3 2 grows linearly with power, at low
powers. It is also apparent from the model that lines L2
and R2 at transition energies ωL ∓ ∆2 should not move
with increasing power as ∆2 is constant. In contrast, the
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Normalized color-scale map of the
PL spectra as a function of energy and laser detuning around
the original biexciton (a), cavity (b) and exciton (c) emission
lines at a temperature of 20.2 K. The laser itself strongly saturates the scale and also the CCD camera in this experiment.
(d) - (f) display the calculated normalized emission spectra.
Parameters are the same as in Fig. 4 and incorporate the
frequency shifts due to T = 20.2 K (see text).

In this section we introduce the full system Hamiltonian including acoustic phonons and cavity interactions
which is used for the theoretical calculation of y-polarized
spectra SY in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The complete system
Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of the drive laser, is
given by
H = ~∆4 |XXihXX| + ~∆3 |XihX| + ~∆2 |Y ihY |
X
X
†
+
~∆P
~ωq b†q bq + ~Ω(a†x + ax )
cL aP aP +
+
† −
x +
† −
+~g2x (σXX
-X ax + ax σXX -X ) + ~g1 (σX -G ax + ax σX -G )
y
+
+
† −
† −
+~g2y (σXX
-Y ay + ay σXX -Y ) + ~g1 (σY -G ay + ay σY -G )

+
experiment reveals also a slight shift of these lines. This
effect is not covered by the simple model, but is fully reproduced by the calculated emission spectra in Fig. 4(c,
d). We extensively introduce our model including phonon
and cavity interactions in Sec. IV.
Figures 5(a)-(c) present SY measurements around the
original biexciton, cavity, and exciton transitions, respectively, when the frequency of the driving laser is
scanned through the cavity resonance with scanning steps
of 0.3 µeV (≈ 0.73 GHz) at fixed pump power of 6.6 µW.
Note, during several cooling and heating cycles some
strain or field changes in the micropillar caused a blueshift of the QD emission with respect to the cavity mode.
Therefore, the following experiments were performed at
a temperature of 20.2 K to tune the QD emission and
to almost re-establish the two-photon resonance condition. Hence, the emission lines are slightly shifted to
lower energies compared to the previously presented measurements. Figures 5(d)-(f) show again the respective
normalized spectra calculations. By tuning the laser frequency through the cavity we observe an anticrossing like
behavior for both the exciton and the biexciton emission lines at the same time. The on-resonance doublets
(Fig. 5(a, c)) correspond to distinct dressed transitions in
Fig. 4(a, b). The cavity not only aids field enhancement
but also acts as spectral filter for the pump laser. Thus,
the effective drive amplitude depends on the detuning
(see Sec. IV). This becomes noticeable in the re-shaped
anticrossing. In Fig. 5(b) we observe several weaker lines
located around the cavity frequency. These lines follow
the expected trend of the corresponding calculated tran-

q

P =x,y

X

|SihS|

X


~λSq b†q + bq ,

(3)

q

S=X,Y,XX

where the x, y polarized cavity modes of frequency ωcx,y
respectively are described by lowering operators ax,y and
phonon modes (q) are described by lowering operator bq .
The four QD transitions are coupled to the two cavities
x,y
with the coupling g1,2
, where the superscript describes
photon polarization and the subscripts 2 and 1 denote
biexciton-to-exciton and exciton-to-ground state transition, respectively. To be consistent with the experiment,
the x-polarized cavity is driven by an x-polarized strong
coherent laser with Rabi frequency Ω and central frequency ωL and the cavity detunings in the rotating frame
x,y
− ωL . The last three terms in H account
is ∆x,y
cL = ωc
for electron-phonon interactions. Phonon effects are included in the system Hamiltonian using the independent
Boson model29 , which describes electron-phonon interaction with the exciton and the biexciton state. The
coupling constants λX,Y,XX
couple the x-polarized, yq
polarized exciton and biexciton states respectively with
the q th acoustic phonon mode. The strongest effect of
phonons in the QDs under consideration is due to deformation potential coupling30 to longitudinal acoustic
(LA) phonon modes. For such interaction, we take λq as
Y
real and following Ref. 31, we assume λXX
= 2λX
q
q = 2λq
for an ideal QD.
A large detuning between the coherently
driven x-cavity and the coupled transitions (i.e.
|(ωXX − ωX ) − ωcx , (ωX − ωG ) − ωcx | ≈ 1 meV) allows
us to use an adiabatic approximation where the cavity
mode operator ax is replaced by a complex (“c”)
Ω
32
number α = κx +i∆
, where κx denotes the damping
x
2

cL

6
rate of the X-cavity. The expression follows from the
Heisenberg equations for lowering operator ax given by
κx
dax
x
x −
x −
dt = Ω − (i∆cL + 2 )ax − ig1 σX−G − ig2 σXX−X (from
Eq. 4). In the presence of a strong drive, large detuning
and weak coupling, the two QD coupling terms can
be neglected and α is the steady-state solution for ax .
Substituting α for ax in Eq. 4 reduces the Hamiltonian
H to
H = ~∆4 |XXi hXX| + ~∆3 |Xi hX| + ~∆2 |Y i hY |
X
+ ~∆ycL a†y ay +
~ωq b†q bq
q

+
+
+

+
~η2 (σXX
-X +
y
+
~g2 (σXX -Y ay

−
+
−
σXX
-X ) + ~η1 (σX -G + σX -G )

y
−
+
† −
+ a†y σXX
-Y ) + ~g1 (σY -G ay + ay σY -G )
X

|SihS|
~λSq b†q + bq .
(4)

X
S=X,Y,XX

q

Hence the adiabatic elimination of the X-cavity reduces
the problem to the case of a directly driven biexciton
system, where the x-polarized transitions |XXi-|Xi and
|Xi-|Gi are driven by effective Rabi pump fields η2 and
x
η1 respectively, where η1,2 = g1,2
α. The X-cavity thus
acts as an effective Lorentzian filter for the cavity drive Ω,
due to presence of the detuning ∆xcL in the denominator
of α. Additional coupling of the QD to the cavity32 can
be accounted for by redefining the radiative decay rates
to include cavity coupling if appropriate (i.e., through
the Purcell effect)33 , but this is not necessary in this
large detuning regime. The y-polarized cavity is included
exactly in the model (Eq. 5). Though the y-polarized
cavity is not directly driven, it still strongly assists the
radiative decay of the QD using y-polarized transitions,
especially in presence of phonons.

B.

Polaron master equation

To solve for the dynamics of the coupled QD-cavity
system in presence of phonons, we sebsequently derive
a polaron master equation for the reduced density matrix of the QD-cavity system. We perform a polaron
transform29,34 on H (Eq. 5) given by H 0 → eP He−P ,
P λY
P λX
where P = |Xi hX| q ωqq (b†q − bq ) + |Y i hY | q ωqq (b†q −
P λXX
bq ) + |XXi hXX| q ωq q (b†q − bq )29 . Assuming an ideal
Y
QD λXX
= 2λX
q
q = 2λq = 2λq gives a polaron trans-

formed Hamiltonian34 H 0 = HS0 + HB0 + HI0 where
HS0 = ~(∆4 − 2∆P ) |XXi hXX| + ~(∆3 − ∆P ) |Xi hX|
+ (∆2 − ∆P ) |Y i hY | + ~∆ycL a†y ay
+
−
+
−
0
+ ~η20 (σXX
-X + σXX -X ) + ~η1 (σX -G + σX -G )
0y
+
+
† −
† −
+ ~g20y (σXX
-Y ay + ay σXX -Y ) + ~g1 (σY -G ay + ay σY -G ),
(5)
P
where HI0 = Xg ζg + Xu ζu and HB0 = q ~ωq b†q bq . The
0y
phonon renormalize the field couplings, so that g1,2
=
y
0
hBi g1,2 , η1,2 = hBi η1,2 , and hBi = hB+ i = hB− i,
P λ
where B± = exp[± q ωqq (bq − b†q )] are the coherent
phonon bath displacement operators29 . The interaction
+
−
+
−
terms34 Xg = ~η2 (σXX
-X +σXXy-X )+~η1 (σX -G +σX -G )+
y
+
+
† −
† −
~g2 (σXX -Y ay + ay σXX -Y ) + ~g1 (σY -G ay + ay σY -G ) and
+
−
+
−
Xu = i~η2 (σXX
i~η1 (σX
-X − σXX -X ) +
-G − σX -G ) +
y
y
+
+
† −
† −
i~g2 (σXX -Y ay −ay σXX -Y )+i~g1 (σY -G ay −ay σY -G ) and
the phonon fluctuation operators are ζg = 21 (B+ + B− −
1
(B+ − B− )34 . A small polaron shift
2 hBi) and ζu = 2i
λ2

∆P = Σq ωqq also appears due to the polaron transform and below we will assume this factor is absorbed
in the polaron-shifted frequency of the exciton and biexciton states (∆2,3,4 ). In the continuum limit, the phonon
coupling is determined by the phonon spectral function
Jpn (ω)34 and we use the continuous form of the phonon
ω2
spectral function, Jpn (ω) = αp ω 3 exp[− 2ω
2 ], for LA
b
phonon interaction where αp is the exciton-phonon coupling strength and ωb is the phonon cutoff frequency35 .

Using Eq. 6, we can next derive a time-local master
equation for the reduced density matrix ρ of the QDcavity system; following Ref. 34, we use a second-order
Born approximation to obtain the polaron master equation in the interaction picture,
Z t
1
∂ ρ̃
=− 2
dt0 TrB {[H̃I0 (t), [H̃I0 (t0 ), ρ̃(t)ρB ]]},
(6)
∂t
~ 0
0

0

0

0

where H̃I0 (t) = ei(HS +HB )t/~ HI0 e−i(HS +HB )t/~ and tilde
denotes the interaction picture. The operator TrB denotes trace over the phonon bath (ρB ) and we assume the
full density operator to be separable at all times, through
ρρB 34 . Performing the trace and transforming back into
the Schrödinger picture, we obtain the final form of the
polaron master equation34 ,

7

1
γXX -X
dρ
γX -G
γXX -Y
γY -G
κy
−
−
−
−
= [HS0 , ρ] +
L(σXX
L(σXX
-X ) + 2 L(σX -G ) +
-Y ) + 2 L(σY -G ) + 2 L(ay )
dt
i~
2
2
0
0
γ0
γX
γY0 -G
+
−
−
-G L(σ + σ − ) + γXX -Y L(σ +
+ XX -X L(σXX
σ
)
+
σ
)
+
L(σY+G σY−G )
-X XX -X
X -G X -G
XX -Y XX -Y
2 Z
2
2
2
∞

X 
0
0
1
dτ
Gm (τ )[Xm , e−iHS τ /~ Xm eiHS τ /~ ρ(t)] + H.c. ,
− 2
~ 0
m=g,u

2

where Gg = hBi (cosh(φ(t)) − 1) and Gu =
2
hBi sinh(φ(t)) are the polaron Green functions34 and h hBi =  e−φ(0)/2 , where i φ(t) =
R∞
J (ω)
cos(ωt) − i sin(ωt)
is the
dω pnω2
coth 2k~ω
0
BT
IBM phase function34 ; note we have extended the upper
limit of the integral in (7) to t → ∞ to obtain a Markov
form which has been shown to be valid34 . It should be
noted that additional incoherent processes like spontaneous emission, pure dephasing and cavity damping are
also included in the master equation using respective
Lindblad terms where κy is Y-cavity decay rate, γA-B
is the spontaneous decay rate between states |Ai to |Bi
0
and γA
-B is pure dephasing rate for the corresponding
transition. For the Born-Markov approximation to be
valid, in the polaron frame, the system dynamics should
be much slower compared to the rate of relaxation of the
phonon bath (≈ 2 ps), which is certainly the case of the
present study.
The master equation is numerically solved using the
quantum optics toolbox36 . The simulation parameters
used in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 closely correspond to the measured values and are cavity damping ~κx,y = 74 µeV,
132 µeV (κx,y /(2π) = 17.9 GHz, 31.9 GHz), excitoncavity coupling ~g1x,y = 26.7 µeV and biexciton-cavity
coupling ~g2x,y = 31.0 µeV. The spontaneous emission (SE) rates are γX−G,Y −G = 1180 ps−1 (~γ =
0.56 µeV) and γXX−X,XX−Y = 2*750 ps−1 (0.44 µeV).
0
The pure dephasing rate γAB
, for transition |Ai − |Bi is
0
γX−G,Y
=
160 ps−1 (2~γ 0 = 8.2 µeV).
−G,XX−X,XX−Y
The x- and y-polarized exciton and cavity states are detuned by 25 µeV and 320 µeV, respectively. A continuous
form of phonon spectral function is used is characterized
by electron-phonon coupling strength αP /(2π)2 = 0.03
ps2 and cut-off frequency ~ωb = 0.9 meV.

the QD at position rd ) is given by37,38
S(rD , ω) = h(E+ (rD , ω))† E+ (rD , ω)i =
Z
Z T
0
1 T
lim
dt
dt0 hE− (rD , t)E+ (rD , t0 )i ei(ωL −ω)(t−t ) ,
T →∞ T 0
0
(8)
with the electric-field
operator defined through
P
E+ (rD , ω) = 10 n G(rD , rd , ω) · dn σn− ; here G is
the photon Green function, and dn is the dipole moment
of the various n transitions aligned along x̂ or ŷ axes.
Assuming a spectrally flat photon reservoir function (as
appropriate for emission through radiation, non-cavity,
modes), and using the quantum regression theorem, we
obtain the total incoherent spectrum from a CW drive,
hZ ∞
STot (rD , ω) = F (rD ) lim Re
dτ
t→∞
0
i
X
( σi+ (t + τ )σi− (t) − σi+ (t)σi− (t) )ei(ωL −ω)τ ,
i=X,Y

≡ F (rD )STot (ω),

Emission spectrum

In this section we introduce the formula for the spectrum SY plotted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In the rotating
frame, the total spectrum at detector position rD (with

(9)

−
−
−
where σX
= dXX−X σXX−X
+ dX−G σX−G
, σY− =
−
−
dXX−Y σXX−Y + dY −G σY −G and F (rD ) is a geometrical factor. In this expression dAB corresponds to the
magnitude of the dipole moment connecting transition
between states |Ai to |Bi and is determined from the
bare spontaneous emission rate connecting these states,
√
i.e., dAB ∝ γAB . If one detects only the y-polarized
emission, then the y-detected incoherent spectrum is obtained from
hZ ∞
SY (ω) = lim Re
dτ ( σY+ (t + τ )σY− (t)
t→∞
0
i
− σY+ (t)σY− (t) )ei(ωL −ω)τ .
(10)

D.

C.

(7)

Influence of phonon interactions

Phonon interactions and incoherent losses determine
the linewidth and the oscillator strength of the different
spectral transitions, as can be observed by comparing
an experimental measurement against theoretical calculations with and without phonons in Fig. 6. Without
phonon coupling, the oscillator strength of the transitions
to the right of the laser (cavity) are relatively stronger

NormalizedDintensity
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FIG. 6.
(Color online) Comparison of experimental spectrum (black, dotted) and the theoretical calculations with
(red, solid) and without (blue, dashed) acoustic phonon contributions.

ber for a given dressed state splitting under the resonant 2 photon pumping condition can be estimated as
(∆Ω +∆3 )
Nc = hBi∆2 Ω((g
x 2
x 2 . As hBi ≤ 1 for T > 0, a larger
1 ) +(g2 ) )
photon number is required to obtain the same splitting
at higher temperatures in the presence of phonons. For
Fig. 5, (~∆Ω = 65 µeV, T = 20.2 K) we calculate Nc ≈
49. This small photon number underlines the importance
of the electric field enhancement inside the cavity. In
the steady-state the number of photons that enter the
cavity equals the number of photons that leave the cavity: dNc /dt = 0 = ηc ηobj Pinc − Nc κ, with the incident
laser power Pinc , the coupling efficiency of the driving
laser into the cavity mode ηc , the objectives transmission ηobj = 0.7, and the cavity decay rate κ. Thus, we
determine the coupling efficiency to roughly 26%.
V.

(causing R2 ≈ L2, L1). With phonon interactions, the
oscillator strengths of the right transitions (R2) reduce,
as observed in Fig. 4(a, b) and Fig. 6. The modified oscillator strength with phonons can be qualitatively understood from the asymmetric phonon-dressed Mollow spectra emitted from single excitons; due to phonon-induced
excitation processes, transitions to the left of the pump
laser are always fed more strongly than transitions to
the right. This is because at low temperatures, phonon
emission is more probable than absorption. Coupling to
the Y-cavity further enhances this effect. Transitions located to the right of the Y-cavity (higher energy) can
feed it more strongly compared to the left ones, through
phonon-mediated processes34 at low temperatures. The
right transitions are hence weaker due to faster phononmediated decay34 .
Phonon fluctuations are also responsible for observed
systematic broadening of the spectral lines and this effect increases with drive strength Ω, due to the presence of the coherent drive terms η1,2 in Xm (Eq. 8),
an effect known as excitation induced dephasing. The
line splittings ∆Ω are also reduced due to the coherent phonon renormalization term hBi. The linewidth increases roughly as square of the drive power and reaches
values of about 40 µeV. The experimentally observed
linewidths are slightly broader as we do not account for
the instrument response function in our theory.

PERSPECTIVE APPLICATIONS

Due to the easy controllable spectral tunability of
dressed states via laser excitation power, they resemble
a versatile two-photon source operating in the continuous regime. In a very recent work, C. Sanchez Munoz
et al.39 suggest to use a dressed biexciton system for the
generation of different non-classical light states, from antibunched and bunched photon pairs with polarization
orthogonal to the driving field, to polarization entangled two-photon emission. We anticipate that the emitted photons will show a high degree of indistinguishability similar to the photon emission of Mollow triplet
sidebands40 . This characteristic feature would make
them very attractive for many quantum information technologies such as quantum key distribution, quantum teleportation or quantum repeaters. In this work, we intended to demonstrate the possibility to dress three QD
states at the same time. The yield of QD-cavity systems which show this particular behavior is rather low
(1 pillar out of 15). With the perspective of quantum
information applications, the sample fabrication can be
performed with the purpose of obtaining cavities with
specific properties, i.e., the cavity resonance at the twophoton resonance condition. A deterministic fabrication
technique would be the most effective way to obtain this
goal41 .
VI.

E.

Mean photon number inside the cavity

Using the atomic model (Eq. 1), the mean number of
X-cavity photons in the resonant condition, corresponding to a given line splitting ∆Ω can be determined an∆Ω (∆Ω +∆3 )
alytically using Nc = ha† aiX ≈ ((g
If the
x 2
x 2 .
1 ) +(g2 ) )
phonon fluctuation terms and coupling to the Y -cavity is
ignored and only coherent phonon effects are considered,
then Eq. 6 reduces to the case of a coherently driven
biexciton (Eq. 1) and the mean X-cavity photon num-

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a unique dressed
biexciton-exciton system by cavity-enhanced two-photon
CW excitation of a semiconductor QD. The dressed
states are studied by µPL spectroscopy and reveal a characteristic emission pattern of four distinct emission lines.
The splitting of the biexciton-exciton (|XXi-|Y i) and
exciton-ground state (|Y i-|Gi) transition show linear dependence on the applied power of the driving laser field.
We introduced a dressed four-level system to describe and
calculate the measurements theoretically, and we have

cb)
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0.93
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-40
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FIG. 7. (Color online). (a) Integrated intensity of the biexciton (circles) and the exciton (squares) emission as a function
of the laser power for continuous wave excitation above the
GaAs band edge. (b) Second-order cross-correlation measurement under pulsed, resonant two-photon excitation between
the two emission lines confirms the cascaded photon emission.
The integrated coincidences are given for each peak.

also highlighted the importance of electron-phonon scattering to the model to match more quantitatively using
a polaron master equation approach.
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plotted in Fig. 7(b). The strong bunching at zero time
delay proves the cascaded emission.
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FIG. 8. (Color online). (a) Schematic energy level diagram
and transitions between the dressed states of the different
pump-induced manifolds. The x-polarized transitions involving the state |X 0 i (1, 2, 12, 13) and giving rise to spectral
transitions around the original biexciton (|XXi-|Xi) and exciton transitions (|Xi-|Gi) are marked by light (red) arrows.
The y-polarized transitions involving the Y exciton (3, 4, 10,
11) and giving rise to spectral transitions around the original biexciton (|XXi-|Y i) and exciton transitions (|Y i-|Gi)
are marked by dark (black) arrows. The transitions (5, 6,
8, 9) are spectrally closer to the laser drive frequency. Note
that level |3i is also marked as |X 0 i to indicate its similarity
with state |Xi (see text). (b) Calculated emission spectrum
ST ot without phonons showing the different transitions in (a).
Simulation parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.

Appendix A: Biexciton-exciton cascade

Appendix B: Complete set of dressed states

We demonstrate that the investigated emission line
pair belongs to a biexciton-exciton cascade. Therefore,
we plot the integrated intensities for continuous wave excitation above the GaAs band edge as a function of the
incident laser power (Fig. 7(a)). The slopes of 0.84 for
the exciton and 2.08 for the biexciton emission are typical
values for InAs/GaAs QDs.
An intensity cross-correlation measurement between
the two emission lines serves as a reliable proof of the
cascade. Therefore, we spatially split the collected emission with a beam splitter and use two monochromators to
spectrally separate the lines. Two avalanche photo diodes
serve as detectors. The second-order cross-correlation
measurement under resonant two-photon excitation is

In this appendix, we show the complete set of transitions (including both x- and y-polarized photons) between the dressed states (Fig. 3(b)) in Fig. 8(a). The
transitions at the drive frequency ωL in Fig. 8(a) are
marked ‘central’ and the symmetric transitions in frequency, about the drive are marked ‘left’ and ‘right’. In
Fig. 8(b) we show the complete polarization unresolved
spectra STot and identify the spectral lines corresponding
to these transitions. In the current numbering scheme,
transitions (3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11) correspond to lines (L1,
L2, L3, R3, R2, R1) of the y-polarized spectra SY shown
in Fig. 3(b). The current calculations ingores effects of
the y-cavity coupling and phonon interactions to avoid
additional effects of broadening.
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